
DATE SPEAKER DETAILS TITLE & HOST

04-Sep-15 Dr Caren Cooper
When the beat goes wrong: How light affects the rhythmic behaviours of egg 

laying, incubation, and chick rearing.

North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences Host: Dr Davide Dominoni

16-Sep-15 Professor Geoff Smith CVR Seminar

University of Cambridge TBA

Host: Professor Massimo Palmarini

23-Sep-15 Professor Frank Seebacher Plasticity of locomotor function and its effect on behaviour

University of Sydney

Summary: The capacity to move is one of the most fundamental aspects in 

animal biology, and it influences biodiversity, fitness, and behaviour.  Any 

environmental parameter that limits locomotor performance and its 

underlying physiology will therefore also constrain behaviour. Many animals 

can compensate for environmental variability physiologically within and across 

generations. Here I will present recent work aimed at understanding the 

mechanisms underlying this phenotypic plasticity, and their downstream effect 

on behaviour.

Host: Dr Bart Adriaenssens

30-Sep-15 Dr Emily Shepard Life in fickle airspaces

University of Swansea

Summary: Emily is a Lecturer at the University of Swansea, and is interested in 

the mechanisms underlying avian distribution and movement. She will talk 

about her work on the costs and flexibility of flying in vultures, using biologging 

tools (animal attached technology).

Host: Dr Jana Jeglinski

02-Oct-15 Dr Tom Churcher
Predicting how control interventions and insecticide resistance influence 

malaria transmission

Imperial College London

Host: Dr Paddy Brock
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07-Oct-15 Dr Peter Walsh Ebola: wave spread and ape vaccination

University of Cambridge

Host: Dr Julio Benavides

14-Oct-15 Dr Lucy Hawkes Insights into one of the world's highest flying birds: the bar-headed goose

University of Exeter

Host: Dr Shaun Killen

21-Oct-15 Dr David Evans CVR seminar

University of St Andrew's TBA

Host: Professor Massimo Palmarini

28-Oct-15 Professor Phyllis Lee
Social and reproductive  strategies in African elephants - a long-term 

perspective

University of Stirling

Host: Tiziana Lembo

04-Nov-15 Professor Marion Koopmans CVR Seminar

Erasmus University of Rotterdam TBA

Host:Professor Massimo Palmarini

11-Nov-15 Speaker:  Dr Clare Jolly CVR Seminar

University College London TBA

Host: Dr Sam Wilson

18-Nov-15 Professor Pat Monaghan - Regius Chair of Zoology NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY LECTURE

University of Glasgow
Long term effects of early life conditions; consequences for individuals, 

populations and conservation biology

Host: Professor Roger Downie

25-Nov-15 Dr Arne Nolte Hybridization as an evolutionary motor in in fishes

Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Biology

Host: Dr Kathryn Elmer
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02-Dec-15 Professor Steve Goodbourn CVR seminar

St George's University of London TBA

Host: Professor Brian Willett

04-Dec-15 Prof. Jane Reid ORNITHOLOGY LECTURE

University of Aberdeen Dissecting the evolutionary ecology of reproductive strategies in the wild

Host: Prof Pat Monaghan

13-Jan-16 Dr Caroline Colijn [POSTPONED] Mapping and comparing phylogenetic trees and transmission trees

Imperial College London

Genomics is increasingly being used to investigate disease outbreaks, and there have 

been high hopes that sequence data from pathogenes will revolutionise epidemiology 

by precisely pinning down when, where and amongst whom transmission is happening. 

We usually interpret sequences using phylogenetic trees, which describe ancestral 

relationships between sequences. However, vast numbers of trees may be consistent 

with a set of data, making it hard to understand the evolutionary stories a dataset is 

telling. In the first part of this talk I will describe a novel metric on labelled trees, which 

uses a map between the set of trees and Euclidean space. We have used the metric to 

uncover distinct evolutionary patterns consistent with data, using Ebolavirus and anole 

lizards as examples.Unfortunately, though, even if the true phylogenetic tree for a 

pathogen is known, it is still difficult to use it to understand transmission. One reason 

for this is that phylogenetic trees are very different from transmission trees, in which 

nodes correspond to people and edges correspond to one person infecting another. In 

the second part of the talk, I describe how to map a transmission tree onto a 

phylogenetic tree. This sets the stage for Bayesian inference of the who-infected-whom 

patterns from pathogen sequences; I will describe an application to a tuberculosis 

outbreak. I conclude with discussion of the implications as public health services move 

towards sequencing-based tools in place of conventional culture.

Host: Dr Louise Matthews/ Dr Christina Cobbold
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20-Jan-16 Dr Emmanuelle Augerard-Veron TBA

Université de La Rochelle

Host: Dr. Rodney Beard

27-Jan-16 Professor Annette Oxenius CVR Seminar

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich TBA

Host: 

03-Feb-16 Dr Mike Anderson TBA

Wake Forest University

Host: Dr Grant Hopcraft

10-Feb-16 Professor David Reznick Darwin Lecture

UC Riverside

How did Darwin get the right answer
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“Darwin’s book was misnamed, because it is … not a treatise on the origin of 

species.” (E. Mayr, 1942).                                                                       Ernst Mayr 

was one of the foremost evolutionary biologists of the 20th century and a 

major figure in shaping our modern concept of species and speciation. When I 

read this quote it distressed me, since I and most others thought that Darwin 

wrote about the origin of species. It took me over 20 years to reconcile Darwin 

and Mayr and to confirm that The Origin of Species was indeed about the 

origin of species. Doing so means envisioning the Origin’s place in a stream of 

science. There were concepts of species and speciation before Darwin, but 

Darwin’s vision forever changed our thinking. The scientists who followed did 

not see the Origin as a statement of truth, but rather as a challenge to first ask 

if Darwin was correct, then to study the consequences of what Darwin referred 

to as “transmutation.” In the process, the theory of evolution evolved, as did 

our understanding of what a species is and how speciation occurs. Mayr’s 

statement is a measure of the divide between Darwin’s understanding of 

speciation in 1859 and Mayr’s in 1942. Evolution has continued to evolve since 

Mayr. In my talk, I will describe our evolving understanding of the meaning of 

“species” and the process of speciation.

Host: BAHCM Graduate Students

17-Feb-16 Dr Andrew Dobson Implications of tick biology for human disease risk
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University of Stirling
Ixodid (hard-bodied) ticks transmit a great variety of viral, bacterial and 

protozoan pathogens, many of which cause disease in humans.  In their 

capacity as vectors for these pathogens, ticks share many similarities with 

other arthropods such as mosquitoes, midges, triatomid bugs, sandflies, etc.  

However, they differ from winged insects in important ways, and certain 

aspects of the epidemiology of tick-borne diseases need to take into account 

specific details of the tick lifestyle.  In this talk, I will give a brief introduction to 

Ixodid tick biology and population dynamics, and then discuss some of the 

epidemiological implications of their more idiosyncratic traits.

Host: Caroline Millens

24-Feb-16 Dr Beatriz Diaz Pauli Fisheries-induced evolution: Insights from experimental populations of guppies

University of Bergen

Host: Dr Shaun Killen

02-Mar-16 Dr Becca Asquith CVR Seminar

Imperial College London TBA

Host: Dr Emma Thomson

09-Mar-16 Dr Jolyon Medlock Vector-borne disease in the UK

Public Health England

Host: Dr Heather Ferguson

16-Mar-16 Dr Neil Banas
Zooplankton life history as a bridge from climate change to fish and mammal 

predators

Host: Dr Sofie Spatharis

30-Mar-16 Professor Georgina Mace TBC

Host: Professor Barbara Mable

06-Apr-16 Dr Daniel Nussey TBA

University of Edinburgh

Host: Professor Eileen Devaney
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13-Apr-16 Professor Walter Salzburger TBA

University of Basel

Host: Dr Kathryn Elmer

Host: Dr Liliana Salvador

15-Apr-16 Dr Gordon Copp TBA

CEFAS

Host: Dr Sofie Spatharis

27-Apr-16 Professor Andy Fenton TBA

University of Liverpool

Host: Dr Simon Babayan

04-May-16 Dr Margaret Crumlish TBA

University of Stirling

Host: Professor Ruth Zadoks

11-May-16 Professor J.T.A. Dick TBA

Queen's Unviersity Belfast

Host: Professor Colin Adams
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